Leading the way in research for the
internal communications profession

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This year VMAGROUP celebrates 40 years as the leading international search and selection specialist
for the corporate communications and marketing sector. We are proud to have one of the largest internal
communications (IC) recruitment practices in the UK and are excited to publish the seventh edition of
Inside Insight. This market leading research is our most extensive study to date with input from over
670 internal communications professionals across 23 sectors.

contents

Inside Insight is a comprehensive benchmarking report compiled from responses to a survey conducted in Q4 2017.
It focuses on emerging trends, opportunities and challenges within the internal communications sector and compares data
from previous years.
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Not up to speed with digital
The vast majority of IC professionals (over 90%) continue
to use traditional digital IC channels – email and intranet –
to communicate to internal stakeholders on behalf of their
organisation. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that over
the past three Inside Insight studies, a substantial 70% of
IC professionals continue to rate their organisation’s use of
digital and social media as ‘poor’ or ‘average’.
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Our findings point to a potentially critical lack of engagement
in the sector. A significant number of IC professionals will
be looking for a new role in 2018 and most will move to
a competitor for a salary increase of less than 10%. This
is despite IC practitioners generally feeling they are fairly
rewarded for their work and have either received a pay rise
in the last two years or are expecting one in 2018.

From the survey results, we see that there has been no
improvement to the number of respondents who have had
IC related training in the last 12 months. And, with the
proliferation of artificial intelligence, bots and virtual reality
in mind, we question whether IC teams are prepared for
the new wave of technology and how that will change the
approach to employee engagement. To help us understand
how IC professionals can keep abreast of industry trends,
Jennifer Sproul, Chief Executive at the Institute of Internal
Communication, shares her perspective on the value of
professional development and membership.

Consequently, a key challenge for organisations is to address
the engagement and retention of IC professionals.
Over the last four Inside Insight studies we have identified a
gradual integration between IC and Human Resources (HR),
and we hope this will result in greater employee engagement
and wider staff satisfaction. This growing trend of IC
reporting into HR results from an overlap in remit between
the functions, with over 75% of respondents highlighting
‘employee engagement’ as one of the top competencies
for an IC professional, which is also an important skill for
HR professionals.

It’s all about change
The business world is operating in a state of constant
transformation and this is driving the demand for change
communications skills and experience. This is shown in the
survey findings, which indicate that ‘change communications’
is the third most important skill for an IC practitioner and
more IC professionals have had experience in change
management compared to last year’s survey.
This trend is also reflected in the interim market. Across
organisations of all sizes, over 45% of IC teams are
supported by at least one or more IC interim, and 80%
of those contracts are driven by the need to communicate
business changes, particularly the impact on people,
systems, processes and technology.

Jennifer Sproul, Chief Executive of the Institute of Internal Communication
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Inside Insight is just one of the ways we support the IC sector. Throughout the year we will be holding a series of events framed
around the key themes from the report. To register your interest or to have the VMAGROUP team present the findings of this
report at your organisation, please email: marketing@vmagroup.com. On behalf of VMAGROUP, thank you for your continued
support and we hope you find the latest survey results helpful.

Andrew Harvey
Executive Director
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2 PROFILE OF AN INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS PROFESSIONAL
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%

All job
levels

With only 3% of respondents in the 20 to 25 years
age group, we question whether there are a lack
of graduate/entry level IC roles or whether the
industry is not being promoted as a career of choice
at that level.

The IC industry remains predominantly female, with 70% of
respondents (up from last year’s figure of 64%).

LOCATION
Where are you based?

2%

Scotland

North West

0%

I’m not surprised to see greater representation from the professional
services sector this year. Forward-looking firms are reversing
the traditional bias towards PR and investing heavily in internal
communications. There is increasing recognition from senior leaders
that effective internal communications equip professionals to sell their
expertise and therefore directly impact the bottom line.

5%

Northern
Ireland

1%

Other

8%

North East

4%

Yorkshire

Midlands

Wales

South West
Susie Llewellyn-Jones

4%

While we are beginning to see a slight
shift in the industry away from London
and the South East – 64% of respondents
are based in these two key hubs – it
remains that jobs and talent may still be
more challenging to find elsewhere in
the UK.

9%

South East

London 46%

7%

18%

Head of Strategic Internal Communications
LINKLATERS LLP
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Education

Flexible working

BACKGROUND

What qualifications do you have?

Do you work part-time?

What areas have you previously worked in?

Bachelor’s Degree

71%

A-Level

66%

GCSE

65%

Post Grad Diploma

15%

Yes

External communications

52%

No

Change management

52%

Event management

31%

Master’s Degree

Marketing

21%

Other
4%

PhD

40%

PR

9%

MBA

47%

85%

36%

General management/administration

1%
For any IC professional looking to secure a role on
a part-time basis, this can be a challenge as our
data shows only 15% currently work part-time (up
from 13% last year).

Whether a requirement of a role or not, the majority of the IC
market remain highly educated with 71% of respondents holding
at least a Bachelor’s degree.

18%

Operations

16%

Other

16%

Organisational development

12%

None of the above – pure IC background

Do you work from home?
Working from home based on job level

Further analysis based on job
level substantiates our empirical
evidence that flexible working
opportunities are more common
in senior level roles. While
the majority of respondents in
‘assistant’ to ‘senior manager’
roles rarely work from home,
respondents at ‘head’ and
‘director’ level work at least one
day or more from home every
week, 50% and 60% respectively.

% of responses
100

80

60

From our first-hand experience,
more IC professionals are
requesting flexible working
hours rather than the flexibility of
working from home.

40

20
Responses

Job level

Director

Head

Senior Manager

	Manager

Executive

Assistant

Programme
Communications Lead

Consultant

All job
levels

0

6

7%

Investor relations
On par with last year’s survey,
the bulk of permanent IC
professionals (53%) ‘never’ or only
‘occasionally’ work from home.
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Never
Occasionally
1 day every week
2 days every week
3 days every week
3+ days every week

From a recruitment perspective, we are
also seeing more job titles changing
to encompass both ‘change’ and
‘communications’ to reflect the broader
range of skills needed by organisations.

14%

Public affairs

Flexible working

Macro factors such as the economy
and technology are accelerating the
rate of change within organisations,
hence we have seen more IC
professionals with experience in
change management.

24%

HR

The three most common backgrounds
for IC professionals are: external
communications, change management
and event management. Last
year the top three were external
communications, marketing and PR
(change management was the fourth).

5%

INDUSTRY
Which industry do you work in?
Banking & Financial Services

15%

Professional Services

10%

Energy

7%

IT/Technology

6%

Retail

5%

Transport

4%

Agency (Communications)

4%

Public Sector – Central Government

4%

Public Sector – Other

4%

Charity

3%

Not-for-profit

3%

FMCG

3%

Healthcare

3%

Media

2%

Utilities

2%

Manufacturing

2%

Pharmaceuticals

2%

Construction

2%

Aerospace

2%

Public Sector – Local Government

1%

Telecoms

1%

Leisure

1%

Defence

1%

Other

Banking & Financial Services,
and Professional Services continue
to make up the largest proportion
of our respondents. This is in line
with our findings in a later chapter
which confirm these two industries
are the largest employers of
IC professionals.
Outside of those two sectors, there
is generally an even spread of
respondents across a wide range
of industries.

13%
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How many years internal communications experience do you have?

31
%
IC is no longer considered a
new profession with 51% of
respondents having more than
10 years experience.

20
%
14
%
10
%

10
%

9
%

5
%
1
%

3

15+ years

11-15 years

9-10 years

7-8 years

5-6 years

3-4 years

1-2 years

Less than a year

team size

Internal communications is becoming an increasingly mature profession and a highly educated one, with over a fifth
of the workforce holding a prized Master’s degree. The absence of graduate and entry level practitioners gives cause
for concern and perhaps should prompt the industry to develop a clearer graduate pathway process. Is it time for a
BA (Hons) course in Internal Communications? The danger is that IC teams become too narrowly homogenised around
teams comprising 30 – 45 year olds and running the risk of excluding vital talent and insight at both ends of the
workforce age spectrum.
It is great to see a high proportion of women working in senior manager, head of and director roles in internal
communications. The ten per cent rise in the number of women reported as working in the profession as a whole to
70% is quite a startling one. Again, if this trend continues the profession could be at risk of developing an imbalance
when set against the gender profile of the overall workforce.

Philip Pitt

Head of Internal Communications Channels
BRITISH AIRWAYS

While it’s no surprise that Banking & Financial Services and Professional
Services have larger IC teams on average than other sectors, the
difference is quite striking. It will be interesting to see if that gap starts
to close in the coming years, as the value that internal communications
professionals add is clearly being recognised.

Madeleine Porter

Group Head of Internal Communications
LADBROKES CORAL GROUP PLC
8
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3 team size
headcount

headcount

Size of IC function based on organisation size

Size of IC function based on sector

% of responses

% of responses

100

100

40

20

10,000+

5,001-10,000

2,001-5,000

501-2,000

0-500

ALL
ORGANISATION
SIZES

A cross data analysis based on organisation size substantiates the industry rule of thumb of one IC professional to every
thousand employees (1:1000). Organisations with:

1-just me
2-4
5-9

10-15
16-25
26-30

31-40
41-50
51-100

Over the past 12 months has your
function or team size changed?
40%

35%

25%

Increased

Stayed
the same

Decreased

Are there plans to grow
your internal communications
function/team in the next
12 months?

• 500 – 2,000 and 2,000 – 5,000 employees have an average of two to four IC professionals

• More than 10,000 employees have the largest contingent of respondents (63%) with more than ten IC professionals

Confidence in the
profession is high with 40%
of IC teams having grown
in the past 12 months (up
from 29% last year).

10
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Utilities

Transport

101-200
201-300

• Less than 500 employees have an average of one IC professional

• 5,000 – 10,000 employees have an average of either two to four or five to nine IC professionals

Telecoms

Retail

Public Sector

Other

Pharmaceuticals

Not-for-profit

Media

Leisure

Manufacturing

IT/Technology

Healthcare

Energy

FMCG

Sector

Notably, there is a huge
contrast in the function size
of the top two dominating
sectors, Banking & Financial
Services (typically 40 to
50 people or 200 to 300
people) and Professional
Services (typically 101
to 200) compared to the
industry average of two to
four people.

Number of IC professionals in a function

Number of employees within the organisation

Overall, the average IC function has between two and four people.

Professional Services

0

Defence

20

Charity

0
Construction

40

60

Banking & Financial Services

60

80

Aerospace

80

Further analysis based on
industry, indicates that those
employing the largest number
of IC professionals (with a
function size between 101
to over 300 practitioners)
are: Banking & Financial
Services, Energy, IT/
Technology, Manufacturing,
Pharmaceuticals, Professional
Services, and Telecoms.

Agency (Communications)

1-just me
2-4
5-9
10-15
16-25
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-100
101-200
201-300

ACROSS ALL SECTORS

Number of IC professionals
in a function

31%

69%

Yes

No

It is interesting to note that when
we asked this question in last
year’s survey the majority of IC
professionals (76%) did not expect
their team’s headcount to increase.
In contrast, this year’s results
indicate that there was in fact
headcount growth in real terms
over the course of the year.
In addition, the pace of growth
has picked up with 31% of IC
professionals expecting to grow
their teams in the coming 12
months (up from 24% last year).
These statistics highlight the strong
demand for IC professionals in the
UK and the value they add
to organisations.

Inside Insight 2018 | Team Size
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4 STRATEGY AND REPORTING
Does a formal internal communications plan exist within your organisation?
Yes

4

The function is often perceived as just a mouthpiece for management so it is
positive to see 73% of IC respondents have a recognised IC plan in place (up
from 69% last year).

No

27%

It is however disappointing that given the function is recognised as adding value
to the business, over a quarter of respondents don’t have a formal IC plan. It
appears that strategically the function is not making the most of its position as an
internal business adviser.

73%

How often is your internal communications plan reviewed?
49
%

STRATEGY AND
REPORTING

2016
2017
38
%

14
%

17
14 %
%

20
% 17
%

10 11
% %

5
% 3
%

2
%
Every month

Once per
quarter

Once every
6 months

Annually

Is your internal communications team
centralised or decentralised?
Centralised
Decentralised

24%

Ad-hoc

Regularly reviewing IC plans allows
both strategy and tactics to be
adapted to changing circumstances
and for any inefficiencies to be
promptly addressed and resolved.
38% of respondents review their plans
annually and 28% review their plans
either on a half yearly or quarterly
basis. While only a small proportion,
it is concerning that 3% of respondents
never review their plan.

Never

Within your organisation, which function does internal
communications report into?
Corporate communications

43%

HR

21%

Marketing

12%

CEO/MD

10%

Other

Having a clearly defined strategy and plans for IC is hugely valuable.
Not only in helping us focus on what matters, but also managing
stakeholders’ expectations and what the business can expect from us.
Like any strategy, it should be continually reviewed and adapted where
needed, always ensuring that any outputs from the IC function help
support the business plans and priorities.

Jin Gill

76%

Operations
Strategy

A proof point for any organisation with
questions on how to structure their IC
team within the business – typically they
are centralised.

9%
3%
2%

In general, the IC function is positioned as part of the broader
corporate communications team.
Over the last four surveys, there has been a gradual rise in the
number of internal communications teams reporting to HR
(13% in 2014, 18% in 2015, 21% in 2016 and 21% in 2017).

Head of Internal Communications
Debenhams
Inside Insight 2018 | Strategy and Reporting
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5 THE INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
Does your CEO/MD truly value the importance of IC based on organisation size
% of responses
100

5

Response

Yes
No

80

Traditionally, IC directors
struggled to get the ear of
their CEOs. It is therefore
encouraging to see 77% of
respondents now feel their
CEOs and senior leaders
recognise the importance
of the function within their
organisation and that the
function’s perceived value is
equally recognised across
organisations of varying sizes.

60

40

20

10,000+

5,001-10,000

501-2,000

0-500

2,001-5,000

0
ALL
ORGANISATION
SIZES

THE INFLUENCE
OF INTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS

Number of employees in the organisation

Have you personally engaged in conversation with your CEO/mD about internal communications
within the last 12 months?
Yes
No
26%

I have certainly seen a shift in sentiment in recent years amongst the
leadership teams that I have advised. Historically, my role was often
to convince the CEO and leadership teams of the inherent value of IC.
Now more often my time is spent in conversations around the boardroom
table about how we can maximise our investment in IC and drive greater
employee engagement to create advocacy.

This year, more IC professionals (up from
68% last year) are engaging directly with
their CEO/MD about IC issues.

74%

Jo Godfrey

Head of Internal Communications
NESTLÉ UK & IRELAND
Inside Insight 2018 | The Influence of Internal Communications
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Do you feel your communications director values internal communications as much as other
disciplines within the function/team e.g. external communications, media, public affairs?
Yes, IC is valued just the same as
other communications disciplines
in our organisation

41%

No, IC is undervalued compared
to other communications
disciplines in our organisation
59%

Overall, how is internal communications viewed by senior leaders
in your organisation?

It is disheartening to see that
12% of respondents feel their
senior leaders do not understand
the importance of IC to the
organisation. Interestingly, our
2018 report of the UK external
communications market (The
View) paints a similar picture,
with 9% of respondents in that
survey claiming their senior
leaders do not understand the
importance of that function.

40%

28%

20%

They are ‘on board’
with IC

They understand
IC, but are not key
advocates

6

budget

From an IC perspective, we
can only hope that the increase
in conversations between IC
professionals and CEO/MDs (as
previously seen), will generate a
shift in this understanding.

12%

They are advocates
of IC

While there is an upward trend in the
value communications directors place on
IC, it has not changed significantly in the
last three years (57% in 2015, 59% in
2016 and stable at 59% in 2017) and
may reflect that IC is still fighting to find
its strategic place alongside the external
communications discipline.

They do not
understand the
importance of IC

“Internal communications will have more influence within my organisation during the next 12 months.”
Do you agree/disagree?

26%

41%

25%

7%

1%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

There’s a positive outlook
for the IC function with the
majority of respondents (67%)
agreeing that IC will have
more influence within their
organisations, this is up from
last year’s result at 60%.

Our overall IC budget has remained fairly static over the last few
years. However, it has become increasingly centralised with less held
by the functions and regions. We’re also stretching our budget further
than before and ‘spending smarter’, for example using iPhones for
video, and engaging employees through storytelling rather than
freelance writers, and making increased use of in-house capabilities
rather than external suppliers.

Julius Rich

Group Internal Communications Director
ATKINS
16
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6 budget
Annual internal communications budget based on organisation size

It is worrying that over a quarter of IC
professionals do not know their team’s
financial resources and this is more common
as the organisation size increases. Of
those that did know, the largest group of
respondents (13%) are generally investing
between £10k-£50k annually in IC.

% of responses
100
80
60
40

Analysis based on the size of the employee
base, shows the largest contingent of
respondents are employed by organisations
with fewer than 5,000 employees and have
an average budget size of £10k-50k.
Whereas, organisations with more than
10,000 employees are most likely to have
an average budget size of £150-250k.

10,000+

5,001-10,000

2,001-5,000

501-2,000

0-500

0

ALL
ORGANISATION
SIZES
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Number of employees within the organisation

% of responses
100

£50,001-£100,000
£100,001-£150,000
£150,001-£250,000
£250,001-£350,000

£350,001-£500,000
£500,001-£750,000
£750,001-£1,000,000
£1,000,001+

40

Yes

Under £1,000
£1,000-£5,000
£5,001-£10,000
£10,001 £50,000
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£50,001-£100,000
£100,001-£150,000
£150,001-£250,000
£250,001-£350,000

£350,001-£500,000
£500,001-£750,000
£750,001-£1,000,000
£1,000,001+

There is no dedicated IC budget
Unknown

There is only a slight increase (up
from 40% in 2016) in the number of
respondents who believe that Brexit will
increase the demand for IC services
within their organisation.

Do you expect your internal communications
budget to increase in the next 12 months?

79%

19%

15%

3%
Increased

Stayed the same

Decreased

Decreased
significantly

Budget growth has generally been stable in the last three years with
19% of respondents stating their budgets increased in 2015, 15% in
2016 and back up to 19% in 2017.

Size of annual budget

No

21%

Increased
significantly

Sector

Yes

57%

59%

4%

Utilities

Transport

Telecoms

Retail

Public Sector

Pharmaceuticals

Professional Services

Other

Media

Not-for-profit

Leisure

Manufacturing

IT/Technology

Healthcare

FMCG

Energy

Defence

Charity

Construction

Banking & Financial Services

Agriculture

Agency (Comms)

Aerospace

20

43%

With the level of output expected
to increase, but restriction on
headcount and budget, IC
professionals will need to be
more resourceful and creative
with their strategy in 2018.

In the last 12 months has your internal communications budget
increased or decreased?

60

18

89%

Only a small proportion of
IC professionals (3%) have a
generous annual budget of
over £1 million. If you are
looking for an IC budget
of that size you will more
likely find it working in the
following sectors: Aerospace,
Banking & Financial Services,
Construction, Energy, IT/
Technology, Manufacturing,
and Retail.

Do you think Brexit will increase the
demand for internal communications
within your organisation within the
next 12 months?

Optimism is high, with 89%
of respondents expecting the
demand for IC services within
their organisation to increase in
the next 12 months (up from 81%
last year).

There is no dedicated IC budget
Unknown

Annual internal communications budget based on sector

80

0

11%

No

Size of annual budget
Under £1,000
£1,000-£5,000
£5,001-£10,000
£10,001 £50,000

Do you think the demand for internal communications will increase
within your organisation within the next 12 months?

Nonetheless, it is positive to see fewer IC professionals (22%) have
had their budgets cut, down from 32% last year.

Yes
No
Whilst the majority of IC professionals do
not expect an increase in their budget for the
year ahead, there is still an uplift in the number
of those who do (16% in 2016 and 21%
in 2017).

Inside Insight 2018 | Budget
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7 CHANNELS
Does your internal communications team manage a specific
programme of leadership communications activity for the top
level managers within your business?

7

78%

Yes

22%

Mirroring last year’s survey, almost 80% of
respondents offer a specific programme of
communications to the most senior leaders within
their organisation.

No

Which internal communications channels are currently used in your business?

channels

Email

97%

Intranet

92%

Posters

76%

Team briefings

72%

Employee conferences

69%

Management cascade

68%
65%

Town halls

62%

Leadership conferences

61%

Enterprise social network e.g. Yammer, Workplace

58%

Digital screens
52%

Leadership blogs

49%

Video conference
42%

Teleconference

40%

Digital magazine

The use of digital and social channels has risen over the last ten
years but there is still a significant amount of people who rate their
organisation’s use of these channels as ‘poor’ or ‘average’. The
reality is, like any other channel, it requires ongoing education and
communications to drive behavioural change. I think it will be interesting
to see what the use of new and emerging technologies like artificial
intelligence, voice activation, bots and virtual reality will do for internal
communications channels over the coming years. There is a real
opportunity to embrace these technologies internally and create a
dynamic and relevant communications experience for employees.

33%

Skype

32%

Instant messaging

30%

Wall boards
Printed magazines

27%

Mobile Apps

22%

Internal TV

16%

Podcasts

16%
15%

Printed newsletters

12%

SMS
Other

Over 90% of IC
professionals are
still using traditional
digital channels, such
as email and intranet,
to communicate to
internal stakeholders.

7%

Laura Jennings

Global Head of Employee Communications
DENTSU AEGIS NETWORK
Inside Insight 2018 | Channels
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Which social media channels are you using as part of your current internal communications channel mix?
43
%

41
%

21
%

20
%

18
%

17
%

14
%

13
%

12
%

12
%

11
%

10
%

8

REMUNERATION

Pinterest

Workplace

Mobile

None

Podcasts

Other

Facebook

Twitter

Online forums

YouTube

LinkedIn

Blogs

Yammer

0
%

Blogs and Yammer
are still the most
popular social
media channels for
IC teams.

How would you rate the use of digital communications and social media within your organisation?

2%

With so much conversation focused on the
digital transformation of the IC function and
power of social media, it is an alarming trend
that over the last three surveys there has been
no improvement in the perceived use of these
channels by organisations.

42%

The majority of IC professionals (70% in
each of the last three surveys) rate the use of
digital communications and social media as
‘poor’ or ‘average’ in their organisation. This
perception rating is significantly worse than
for the external communications market, where
our 2018 report (The View) indicates that only
53% of respondents rate the use of digital
communications and social media as ‘poor’
or ‘average’.

6%
28%
22%

Poor

Excellent

Average

Cutting edge

Good

For internal communications, this trend raises
questions about whether these channels are
being used to their full potential or whether more
training is required for those who manage the
channels in order to fully leverage them.

I find it fascinating to see that 66% of IC professionals feel they are fairly
paid and yet 56% would move to a competitor for a 10% pay rise.
There are a range of other benefits available, the majority received a
pay rise last year and it’s clear that on the whole IC professionals don’t
feel that they are missing out on fair pay. However, it’s clear that their
work is not engaging enough to keep them in their organisations if a
higher salary is offered elsewhere.
It serves as a lesson to organisations that they need to not only rely on
salary as the key driver of retention as it’s entirely possible that someone
else could come along and offer a higher salary to good practitioners.

Justine Stevenson

Head of Group Internal Communications
LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE GROUP
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8 remuneration

Basic salary - Permanent

Agency (COMMUNICATIONS)

BANKING & FINANCIAL SERVICES

Permanent (annual)

NOT-FOR-PROFIT & CHARITY

Permanent (annual)

MEDIA & LEISURE

Permanent (annual)

Job Title

Min

Max

Job Title

Min

Max

Account Executive

£18,000

£25,000

Assistant

£35,000

£40,000

Senior Account Executive

£35,000

£45,000

Executive

£40,000

£45,000

£45,000

£60,000

Manager

Job Title

Permanent (annual)

Min

Max

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

£35,000

£50,000

Manager

£35,000

£55,000

Job Title

Min

Max

Account Manager

£45,000

£55,000

Manager

Senior Account Manager

£45,000

£60,000

Senior Manager

£60,000

£75,000

Senior Manager

£50,000

£65,000

Senior Manager

£55,000

£65,000

Account Director

£50,000

£65,000

Head

£75,000

£110,000

Head

£65,000

£75,000

Head

£65,000

£95,000

Associate Director

£60,000

£85,000

Director

£110,000

+£200,000

Director

£75,000

£100,000

Director

£95,000

£140,000

Director

£85,000

£120,000

Managing Director

£120,000

£140,000

ENERGY, UTILITIES & TELECOMS

FMCG & CONSUMER GOODS

Permanent (annual)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Permanent (annual)

Permanent (annual)

Permanent (annual)

Job Title

Min

Max

Job Title

Min

Max

Job Title

Min

Max

Job Title

Min

Max

Assistant

£20,000

<£25,000

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Executive

<£25,000

£45,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

Manager

£45,000

£60,000

Manager

£35,000

£55,000

Manager

£35,000

£55,000

Manager

£35,000

£50,000

Senior Manager

£60,000

£70,000

Senior Manager

£55,000

£75,000

Senior Manager

£55,000

£75,000

Senior Manager

£50,000

£60,000

Head

£70,000

£100,000

Head

£75,000

£100,000

Head

£75,000

£100,000

Head

£60,000

£70,000

Director

£100,000

£140,000

Director

£100,000

£160,000

Director

£100,000

£120,000

Director

£70,000

£140,000

HEALTHCARE

TRANSPORT

Permanent (annual)
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PUBLIC SECTOR

Permanent (annual)

Job Title

Min

Max

Job Title

Min

Max

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Assistant

£20,000

£25,000

Executive

£25,000

£35,000

Executive

£25,000

£40,000

Manager

£35,000

£50,000

Manager

£40,000

£55,000

Senior Manager

£50,000

£60,000

Senior Manager

£55,000

£65,000

Head

£60,000

£70,000

Head

£65,000

£75,000

Director

£70,000

£100,000

Director

£75,000

£140,000
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The best-paid internal communications professionals are
from the following sectors:
• Banking and Financial Services
• FMCG and Consumer Services
• Energy and Utilities

Inside Insight 2018 | Remuneration
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Which benefits do you receive as part of your package?
Pension contribution

80%

Private healthcare

58%

More than 25 days holiday

57%

Cash car allowance

26%

Training and development allowance

21%

Company shares

17%

Long term incentive plan

10%

Car

8%

Other

7%

None

6%

Bonus (1-10% of base salary)

32%

Bonus (11-20% of base salary)

19%

Bonus (21-30% of base salary)
Bonus (31-40% of base salary)

1%

Bonus (51% + of base salary

1%

Bonus (41-50% of base salary)

Pensions remain the most common
employee benefit followed by
non-financial incentives such as
private healthcare and additional
holiday days.

9%

0%

In terms of remuneration do you feel:

9

LOOKING FOR
A NEW JOB

Have you received an internal pay rise in the
last 12 months?

66%

Yes
No

43%
32%

2%
Underpaid

Adequately/fairly paid

Overpaid

Similar to last year, over two thirds of respondents feel fairly paid for
the work they do.
Surprisingly however, 2% are willing to admit they are overpaid!

If offered a 10% salary increase to do the same role for your
company’s main competitor, would you accept the offer?

Yes

56%

No

57%

44%

IC professionals have been well rewarded in
the past 12 months, with 57% receiving an
internal pay rise, which is a 10% increase from
last year.

It is interesting to note that IC professionals
are generally fairly paid and most have
received an internal pay rise in the last year,
yet over half of IC professionals will move to a
competitor for a 10% salary increase. Salary is
still a key motivator for moving roles.

I’m less concerned about the time taken to find and hire IC talent. It’s the
first few months in the role that really count. This is a critical period of
listening and learning, before the person can start to add value and you
can get a return on your hiring investment.

Drew McMillan

Head of Colleague Communication and Engagement
BRITISH AIRWAYS
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9 LOOKING FOR A NEW JOB
Are you considering seeking/taking a new job
within the next 12 months?

How many job vacancies have you applied for in
the last 12 months?

When recruiting for your internal communications team, how many candidates would you want/expect
to interview?

Yes

40
%

28%

39%

51
%

Potentially
No

41
%

Resembling results from last year’s
survey, over half of IC professionals
will interview four to six candidates
when recruiting for their team.

23
%
18
%

33%

4
%
6
%
None

1

2-4

5-6

7-8

2
%

6
%

1
%

9-10

11-12

Also highlighting that the professionals in this
function may be disengaged, almost two thirds of IC
professionals have applied for a new job in the last year
and 72% are open to changing jobs in the year ahead.

5
%

12+

2-4

4-6

6-8

2
%

1
%

8-10

10+

Number of candidates

When seeking a new role, which media/methods
are you using to conduct your search?
LinkedIn

When recruiting a new permanent IC professional
for your team, how long does the average recruitment
process take?

95%
1-2 weeks

Recruitment consultant

78%

Network

57%

Word of mouth

37%

Online recruitment/job boards

35%

Friends

32%

Twitter
Facebook

In your opinion, when recruiting for your company, does the candidate need same sector experience?

12%
5%

3-4 weeks

84%

0%
1%

5-6 weeks

16%

7-8 weeks

16%
13%

9-10 weeks

15%

11-12 weeks

Yes
No

14%

12 weeks +
N/A – I am not involved
in the recruitment process
Other

23%

2%

A substantial 95% of respondents use the professional
networking site LinkedIn to find a job.
It is however positive to see that in this technologydriven age 78% of respondents use recruitment
consultants when conducting their job search and
value the face-to-face relationship with a recruiter.
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16%

As a static trend, the majority of IC respondents feel IC sector experience is not required when recruiting for a role within
their organisation.
When recruiting for a role, we have seen employers place greater importance on candidates’ skills, attitude and aptitude.
Notably, we have also seen an uplift in employers from the Banking & Financial Services, and Professional Services sectors relaxing
the ‘experience in the same sector’ requirement and instead, where appropriate, look for candidates with global experience or who
have managed communications for non-office based workforces.

Recruitment for a permanent team member remains a time
intensive process, taking on average five to eight weeks to move
to offer stage, with notice periods to be worked on top of that.
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10 WORKING AS AN INTERIM
Are you permanently employed
or do you work as an interim?

10

Permanent

Similar to last year,
almost 30% of
respondents work
as an interim.

Interim

27%

73%

Number of IC interim contractors based on the size of the organisation

Across all organisation
sizes, over 45% have
employed at least one
IC interim contractor.
Organisations with a
workforce of more than
10,000 employees are
most likely to employ more
than ten interims.

% of responses
100
80

40
20

10,000+

5,001-10,000

501-2,000

0-500

0

2,001-5,000

Number of interim contractors
ALL
ORGANISATION
SIZES

WORKING AS
AN INTERIM

60

Number of employees within the organisation

0
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-10
10+

Number of IC interim contractors within an organisation based on sector
Further analysis based
on industry sector reveals
that the industries which
have the strongest demand
for interim contractors
and are most likely to
employ more than ten
interims are: Banking
and Financial Services,
Energy, IT/Technology,
Pharmaceuticals,
Professional Services
and Transport.

% of responses
100
80
60
40

Sector

Utilities

Transport

Telecoms

Retail

Public Sector

Professional Services

Other

Pharmaceuticals

Not-for-profit

Media

Leisure

Manufacturing

IT/Technology

FMCG

Healthcare

Energy

Defence

Charity

Construction

Aerospace

Agency (Communications)

Interim Head of Internal Communications
(most recently FINANCIAL OMBUDSMAN SERVICE)

0

Banking & Financial Services

Liz Reynolds

20

ACROSS ALL SECTORS

The findings show how communicating change has become the main
focus of the interim market. It’s encouraging to see organisations
recognising the need for internal communication expertise during
change. The report also highlights what’s great about working as an
interim – the variety of roles giving us the opportunity to widen our skills
and industry experience.

Number of interim contractors
0
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-10
10+
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Do you expect more interims/contractors to join your team in the next 12 months?

What is your current day rate?

Only 26% of IC teams expect the need for interims to increase. However, our first-hand
experience tells us that the majority of interim roles are required to handle projects relating
to unexpected business changes. Therefore, we might expect to see this figure increase in
real terms over the next 12 months.

74%

No

It is also worth noting that we have seen a number of interim contractors work outside of
the centralised IC team. This is particularly the case where change programmes/projects
are concerned and in those situations interims often work in specific project teams.

34
%

When recruiting an interim IC professional for your team,
how long does the average recruitment process take?
1-2 weeks

£400

Senior Manager

£400

£500

Head

£500

£600

Director

£600

£700

Consultant

£500

£600

Programme Communications Lead

£400

£700

Other

88%

4%
2%

Yes

80%

No

20%

32%
4%

What was the focus of the change?
1
%

Twitter

1
%

Networking event

4
%

Word of mouth

7
%

Compared to the average
permanent IC professional,
which indicates that 47% work
at least one day at home every
week, there are more flexible
working opportunities for
interim contractors.

6%

N/A – I am not involved
in the recruitment process

Directly with old client

8
%

LinkedIn

8
%

Online job board

Directly with new client

11
%

No

10%

9-10 weeks

12 weeks +

Does your current or previous
interim contract focus on delivering
internal communications as part of
a change programme?

25%

7-8 weeks

11-12 weeks

33%

Yes

12%

It is encouraging that 67% of interim
day rates have either stayed the same
or increased in the last 12 months.

Decreased

Does your current or previous interim assignment have flexibility
to work from home?

14%

5-6 weeks

26
%

Existing network

£300

£300

58%

3%

3-4 weeks

Recruitment agency

£200

Generally stayed the same

9%

In this fast-paced digital era, it is heartening to see
over a third of interim contractors find a personable
relationship with a recruiter highly valuable.
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Executive

Over the last 12 months do you think interim market day rates have
increased/decreased/generally stayed the same?

Increased

How did you find your current contract? If you’re
not working, how did you find your last contract?

Max

Manager

26%

Yes

Min
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36%

HR/People impact
The largest set of responses indicate that the
average recruitment process takes five to six
weeks to complete.

Other

17%

Merger and acquisitions

In our experience, recruiting for interims
is often urgent and generally the process is
completed in under four weeks (excluding onboarding time).
This is in contrast to the recruitment of permanent
roles, which, as we have seen, can take five
to eight weeks plus notice period. For specific
short-term project work, there is therefore a clear
advantage in recruiting an interim who can
start immediately.

29%

IT

Brand
Finance
Location change

Communicating change has become the main focus of
the interim market with a significant 80% of IC interim
contracts being part of a change programme. This is a
huge jump from 60% in last year’s survey.
This has been led by a need for organisations to
improve efficiency and generate cost savings, which
involves making changes to systems, processes, and
technology, all of which impact HR/people.

6%
5%
4%
3%

Was the focus purely business as usual?
Yes

24%

No

76%

Even when working outside of a specific change
programme it is interesting to note that BAU contracts
still include an element of change communications.
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What are your preferred ways of working?

Has either your current or previous contract been extended?

78%

Yes

81%

No

19%
The majority of IC interims still prefer to
work through their own limited company.
From a recruitment perspective, we will
be keeping a close eye on changes to
regulations impacting interim management,
particularly IR35.

25%
16%

What is the average length of your interim contracts?
31
%

How long have you been contracting for?
< 1 year

Day rate via
Ltd company

17%

1-3 years

23
%

24%

What do you love most about being an interim professional?

A key motivator for IC professionals moving into
an interim career is to broaden their skillset and
industry experience.

2. Flexibility
3. Financial reward

7-10 years

15%

11-19 years

15%

10
%

4. Clear deliverables/end date

What are the most important factors when considering your next interim assignment?

4
%

18+ months

13-18 months

10-12 months

7-9 months

4-6 months

20+ years

0-3 months

Fixed term
contract/PAYE

1. Broadening skillset and industry experience

4-6 years

17
%

15
%

29%

Day rate via
umbrella company

1%

Interim contracts can provide stability with the majority
of contracts lasting for 10-12 months. Over half the
respondents have been contracting for over three years.

In your current or previous contract have you been the only interim communications professional or have
you worked closely with other interims?

1. Role

4. Culture

2. Day rate

5. Company/brand

3. Location

6. Sector

Do you feel you require sector specific experience
when contracting?

Although ‘financial reward’ is not as highly valued as
experience and flexibility, the day rate is the second
most important factor when deciding which roles interim
professionals will commit to.

Are your interim assignments normally
five days per week?
25%

Yes

18%

No

82%
75%

46%

No

54%

Just me
With others
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Yes

In line with last year, the majority of
interim professionals feel situational
experience is more important than
specific sector experience.

Whilst working as an interim professional
provides flexibility, it is still interesting to note
that three quarters of interim contacts still
require practitioners to work five days a week.
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Would you stay away from home for four to five days per week for a contract if required?

Yes

No

42%

58%

Which word(s) best describe your feelings about
the post-Brexit interim market going into 2018?
Confident

16%

Excited

9%

Yes

Undecided

15%

No

85%

40%

Apprehensive

35%

Pessimistic
Other

Has your current or previous contract involved
any Brexit-related communications?

10%
2%

42% of IC contractors remain undecided or unsure
of the impact of Brexit on the interim job market, but
we expect to see an increase in demand for interims
as we approach the deadline for the UK to leave the
EU, as organisations implement change management
programmes to handle any direct impact on
their business.

11

personal and
professional
development

The professional development element of this research always provides
good food for thought for a professional body like CIPR and the
Inside group and it’s great to see an increase in the value of an IC
qualification. There are some interesting trends coming out both in the
role of social media inside organisations and the focus of change for the
interim market (from IT to HR/people) – maybe people and relationships
will be the focus for 2018 rather than the technology.

Jenni Field

Chair
CIPR INSIDE
36
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11 PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
“A specialist qualification in internal communication would
help me perform better in my role”. Do you agree/disagree?

12%

30%

35%

19%

4%

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

It is positive to see 42% of respondents
recognising the value of a specialist IC
qualification (up from 35% last year). While
an upward trend, it appears that on-the-job
experience is still considered more important
than the theory of a qualification.
From a recruitment perspective, we tend to see
a balance of job requirements from employers,
some who insist on candidates having a
specialist qualification and others who feel it is
not as important.

Are you a member of any of the following professional bodies?

How many hours each week do you personally invest in your professional development (outside of the office)?
None

16%

Less than one hour per week

It is reassuring to see more IC professionals
investing in their professional development
(PD) with 51% of respondents now spending
between one and three hours per week outside
of the office on PD activities (up from 47% last
year). In contrast though, 45% of respondents
appear to consider PD not as important and
spend no time or less than one hour on
PD activities.

29%

One hour per week

25%

Two to three hours per week

26%

Four to five hours per week

2%

More than five hours per week

2%

Have you been on an internal communications related training course in the last 12 months? Select all that apply.

44%
Year
2016

22%
It is heartening to see an uplift in the number of
respondents with membership to a professional
body (56% this year, up from 45% last year). For
the second consecutive year the IoIC remains
the preferred professional industry body with
22% of respondents holding membership.

19%

14%

Other

Not a member of any

The Institute of Internal
Communication (IoIC)

The Chartered Institute of
Marketing (CIM)

CIPR Inside

Chartered Institute of Public
Relations (CIPR)

CEB previously Melcrum

5%
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7%

6%

The International Association
of Business Communicators
(IABC)

14%
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However, the question around its value is still
unanswered. Why do a large portion of IC
professionals feel that membership of an industry
related professional body is irrelevant?
Jennifer Sproul, CEO at the Institute of Internal
Communication, shares her perspective on this
key issue on page 41.

66
%

2017

10
%

13
%

Yes –
Internal training

17
%

59
%

23
%
7
%

Yes –
External training, funded
by my organisation

11
%

Yes –
External training,
self-funded

No

Overall, the number of individuals and organisations investing in IC related training courses has grown. The upward trend shows 47%
of respondents have participated in some form of IC related training course (including self-funded training) in the last 12 months, an
increase from 34% last year.
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What are the most important skills/competencies for an internal communications professional?
Communications planning
76%

Change communications

74%

Writing (specific corporate messaging)

67%

Influencing

66%

Coaching senior leaders

61%

Creativity

55%

Measurement

54%

Business acumen

53%

Strategy development

48%

Channel development & management

48%

Internal networking

35%

Content management

34%

Writing (publications)

25%

Event management

24%

Innovation

22%

Presenting

21%

Political awareness

21%

Negotiating

20%

Intranet development

20%

IC Theory

19%

Team management

17%

Social media development

16%

Budget management

12%

Enterprise social network development

9%

Community management

8%
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Chief Executive
Institute of Internal
Communication

43%

Writing (online)

Public affairs

Jennifer Sproul

45%

Project management

Financial management and reporting

I always look forward to seeing the results from VMAGroup’s Inside
Insight survey, as I am keen to understand the ways in which practitioners
view the value of professional membership and development. As a
profession we need to keep taking the right steps to continue to learn and
invest in ourselves, in order to be seen as masters of our craft.

63%

Stakeholder relationship management

Publication production

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP?

86%

Employee engagement

12 WHAT’S THE VALUE OF AN INDUSTRY RELATED

6%
3%

In the 2015 and 2016
surveys, the top ten skills and
competencies were the same,
however there’s movement
this year with ‘strategy
development’ dropping from
the top ten with the new
addition of ‘measurement’.
This suggests there is a
demand for practitioners
to be able to quantify IC
performance and its value to
the organisation’s bottom line.
Notably for the third
year running, ‘employee
engagement’ and
‘communications planning’
have remained in the top
three skills. The new entrant
at third place is ‘change
communications’, which
substantiates the trend we
have seen with an increase in
the need for organisations to
communicate
business change.

It is this increase in self-belief and
self-efficacy that improves our
performance in anything that we
put our hand to.

It’s great to see, for example, the number
of professionals who are not affiliated to
any membership body reduce from 55%
in 2016 to 44% in 2017. Last year, 454
IC practitioners joined the IoIC – a record
high in the Institute’s history, and adding to
the sense that our industry is gaining more
recognition as a stand-alone profession
every day.

Again, we were thrilled to see in this year’s
report the rise in the value of a specialist IC
qualification – from 35% in 2016 to 42%
in 2017, demonstrating further that we are
taking ourselves more seriously year upon
year. However, it’s disappointing that 23%
of practitioners either disagree or strongly
disagree that such a qualification would
help them to perform better in their role.

But the value of membership is not clear to
everyone. So why join a professional body?

The majority of students who complete
either our Foundation or Advanced Level
Diplomas state that their key motivation in
studying for these qualifications is to build
their confidence in their own ability and to
gain the reassurance that everything they do
in their role is validated by both an industry
body and an academic institute. It is this
increase in self-belief and self-efficacy that
improves our performance in anything that
we put our hand to.

For us, membership is a statement about
an individual’s commitment to not only the
profession but also to their professional
skills, adherence to best practice, and
desire to keep getting better. As a profession
we strive to be taken more seriously as a
strategic discipline, playing a central role
to achieving the organisation’s strategic
ambitions. But it is only when we take
ourselves seriously that we can demand the
same from those around us.
Membership also enables communicators
to speak with a credible, authoritative and
accredited voice in their organisation; one
that demands respect, trust and recognition
of their abilities. The IoIC has significantly
invested in and expanded its professional
development portfolio to support members
to do just this. Built around our Profession
Map and Competency Framework which
identifies the key knowledge, skills and
behaviours required for a practitioner to
excel, the portfolio recognises that learning
takes places in a multitude of ways and,
we hope, caters for this, with opportunities
to learn through qualifications, training,
mentoring, CPD and dedicated networks.

The credibility of the internal communication
profession is driven through the individuals
who commit to continuously improving their
skills and knowledge, and with more of you
now than ever before who have made that
commitment, we can only become stronger,
more valued and closer to gaining that all
important recognition as a strategic function
within the organisation.

2%
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13 ABOUT VMAGROUP

14 acknowledgements

VMAGROUP is the leading international search and selection specialist for corporate communications and
marketing. Over the past 40 years, we have grown to become the leading international resourcing and career
partner for clients and candidates.

We would like to thank everyone who took the time to complete the Inside Insight survey and the individuals below
for their contributory comments.

Our company stands out from its competitors
because our dedicated consultants come
from across all communications and
marketing disciplines or have worked within
the sectors we operate in. This means they
bring a wealth of industry experience,
have a unique insight and understand the
roles they are recruiting for and the industry
they are recruiting into. Our committed
consultants have direct access to a network
of leading professionals that can deliver on
a variety of briefs, whether that’s in-house
or agency, permanent or interim and from
mid-level to c-suite.

We work with a range of clients, from SMEs
to multinational corporations across both the
B2B and B2C sectors. We also work with
public sector and not-for-profit organisations,
including government departments,
schools and trade associations. We have
an international presence with offices
in London, Brussels, Paris, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt and Hong Kong. From these
offices, we serve clients in many other
locations and have developed long-term
and commercially successful relationships
with a network of clients. Within the last
year, we have placed almost 450 roles and
in the last two years we have recruited for
roles in over 24 countries.

Extensive knowledge of the market,
relationships with clients and candidates
and a commitment to delivering meaningful
research for the profession ensures we have
a solid view of how the market is evolving.
For more information regarding
VMAGROUP or any of our
research reports, please contact
marketing@vmagroup.com or visit
our website www.vmagroup.com.
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The View is a comprehensive research report on the UK corporate communications profession.
This compelling report is compiled from over 410 responses to a survey conducted in 2017 and
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through times of uncertainty and looks into key issues affecting the corporate communications
sector from digitalisation to the changing nature of the skills in demand.
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Disclaimer
This research report was carried out by means of VMAGROUP’s electronic questionnaire and supplemented with data and market information that VMAGROUP has access to.
The information in this report may be helpful in anticipating trends in the UK communications sector. However, VMAGROUP does not make any warranties regarding the use, accuracy,
validity or reliability. We do not accept liability for any damages relating to the use of the information contained within this report. VMAGROUP is the licensed trading name of VMAGROUP
Global Resourcing Group Limited which is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number 06473593. Our registered office is at 23 Bedford Square,
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